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Accessibility check and welcome by Shannon Finnegan

Eva Wô Welcome [with Yixuan Pan, ociele hawkins, Eva Wô, Ero Rose, Zach Pfrimmer, Jon Pulse, Cameron Brooks, Lex Costan, Meeka Davis-Dunning, C. Michale, Debbie the Artist, Janke, Avery Rose, Faith Goodart, & Mindy Dunn] 2019, GIF

Introduction with curator Aubree Penney

Eva Wô Bad Bitch N Chill [featuring Kh, Khirby, and Keishi] 2019, GIF

Linda Stupart Watershed 2020, video, 11:06

Eva Wô Emotional Worm [with Heart Byrne] 2016, GIF

Yvette Granata Emmenegog 2020, AR installation

Eva Wô Naughty Nixies of Blackmoth Swamp [with Malachi Lily and Epchez Yes!] 2018, GIF

Genderfail on typefaces, including Black Trans Lives Matter 2020


Eva Wô Kitchen Talk [with Reclaiming Our Image (Caritia, Lina Bembe, Evie Snax, Max Disgrace, Bishop Black, Carmina, Jasco Viethues, Mia Secreto, Kali Sudhrah, Rebecca, Nina Scum & Rude Jude)] 2018, video, 5:17

Final Comments with Aubree Penney

Q&A